Concours d’entrée
Sujets 2012
Lettres et sciences humaines
Cette brochure contient les sujets d'écrits et les sujets d’oral dont la connaissance permet de mieux cerner la nature des épreuves correspondantes.
Son contenu, hors la partie réglementaire, n’est donné qu’à titre indicatif.
Langues de la série Langues vivantes

Anglais

Explication d’un texte d’auteur (LV1)

William SHAKESPEARE, *The Tragedy of Macbeth*
- Act I, scene 2, pages 096 – 100
- Act I, scene 3, lines 38 – 88, pages 102 – 104
- Act I, scene 5, lines 01 – 53, pages 111 – 113
- Act I, scene 7, lines 28 – 83, pages 119 – 121
- Act II, scene 1, lines 10 – 65, pages 122 – 125
- Act II, scene 2, lines 15 – 73, pages 126 – 130
- Act III, scene 1, lines 11 – 71, pages 142 – 144
- Act III, scene 2, lines 06 – 58, pages 148 – 151
- Act III, scene 4, lines 32 – 93, pages 154 – 158
- Act IV, scene 1, lines 62 – 120, pages 172 – 175
- Act IV, scene 3, lines 37 – 100, pages 184 – 186
- Act V, scene 1, lines 18 – 77, pages 194 – 196
- Act V, scene 5, pages 203 – 205
- Act V, scene 7, lines 01 – 64, pages 206 – 209

William Carlos WILLIAMS, *Spring and All*
- Pages 88 – 89
- Pages 95 – 96
- Pages 107 – 109
- Pages 110 – 112
- Pages 119 – 120
- Pages 121 – 123
- Pages 127 – 128
- Pages 136 – 137
- Pages 149 – 150

Edgar Allan Poe, *Selected Tales*

- “*The Tell-Tale Heart*”
  - pages 193 – 194
  - pages 196 – 197

- “*The Black Cat*”
  - pages 230 – 231
  - pages 232 – 233
  - pages 237 – 238

- “*The Fall of the House of Usher*”
  - pages 51 – 52
  - pages 59 – 60
  - pages 64 – 65

- “*The Masque of the Red Death*”
  - pages 131 – 132
Analyse d’un texte hors programme (LV1)

Les textes proposés sont extraits de :

The Guardian
- “Britain’s imperial echoes have led it to a ruinous decade of wars” (27/12/2011)
- “Is The Iron Lady’s heart of gold quite right?” (09/01/2012)
- “We Tories must conserve our compassion” (07/12/2011)
- “Instead of being disgusted by poverty, we are disgusted by poor people themselves” (16/02/2012)
- “Olympics 2012 security : welcome to lockdown London” (12/03/2012)
- “Social mobility : the perils of the up escalator” (01/06/2012)
- “The BBC’s Queen’s jubilee propaganda failed in Scotland” (05/06/2012)

The Independent on Sunday
- “Ben Riley-Smith : Can hacking ever be justified ?” (31/07/2011)

The Times
- “Revive the Nation, the ghost of England past ; He’s rebuffed Europe, shaken up the Church, now Mr Cameron must restore our identity. Henry VIII would approve.” (21/12/2011)
- “Enough of this Glastonbury of grievance” (24/10/2011)

Time
- “Why the U.S. Needs Pension Reform” (25/06/2012)

Time Magazine
- “Will New Funding Rules Improve Dismal University Graduation Rates ?” (25/04/2012)

The Spectator
- “A new Argy-bargy” (31/03/2012)
- “Enemies within” (11/02/2012)

USA Today
- “Column : Our forefathers got it right – no religious test” (22/04/2012)
- “Study : Asian Americans value hard work, family” (19/06/2012)

The New York Times
- “Hurray for Health Reform” (18/03/2012)
- “Hate Speech and Free Speech, Part Two” (18/06/2012)
- “Game Over for the Climate” (09/05/2012)
- “A protest’s Ink – Stained Fingers” (09/10/2011)
- “To Enroll More Minority Students, Colleges Work Around the Courts” ( 01/04/2012)

The Huffington Post
- “The End Is Nigh. Seriously” (18/06/2012)

The Daily Telegraph
- “University applications drop amid fears over student debt” (30/01/2012)
- “Britain tyrannical as Syria with unelected Lords, says Lib Dem” (05/02/2012)
- “Lord Carey backs Christian psychotherapist in «gay conversion» row” (28/01/2012)
- “David Cameron : It’s time for a zero tolerance approach to street crime” (13/08/2011)

New Statesman
- “Lansley’s bill has killed debate about the future of the NHS” (27/02/2012)

The Economist
- “The nightmare scenario” (19/05/2012)
- “Waving them in” (12/11/2011)
- “Why the British press holds such sway over politicians” (28/04/2012)
- “As recession looms, the Church of England is active and vocal, but in the wrong way” (10/12/2011)
- “Obama’s «war on religion» : The president picks an unnecessary fight with the mighty Catholic church” (11/02/2012)
- “Government transparency – The best disinfectant” (26/05/2012)

Washington Post
- “Our endless culture war” (19/06/2012)
- “Obama’s «kill list» is unchecked presidential power” (12/06/2012)
- “Legal challenge tests already – accepted changes in health care” (18/06/2012)

The Washington Times
- “Dispute over N.D. Fighting Sioux nickname nears end” (13/06/2012)

The American Prospect
- “What’s the Point of College ?” (03/04/2012)
- “Where to Draw the Line on Hate Speech ?” (15/06/2012)
- “The Sixties at 50” (07/06/2012)
- “Ending the Practical Argument About the Death Penalty” (12/06/2012)
- “Are you a Carrie or a Lily ?” (11/06/2012)

Foreign Affairs
- “Hacks of Valor : Why Anonymous Is Not a Threat to National Security” (04/04/2012)

National Review Online
- “We Give Up” (08/03/2012)

The Atlantic Monthly
- The GOP’s Bizarre, Disturbing Passion for Raising Taxes on the Poor (06/06/2012)

The New Mexican
- “Kick the habit ; start with sod” (09/06/2012)

Globalpost
- “British Prime Minister David Cameron is out of the loop on Europe’s growth-versus-austerity debate” (18/05/2012)

The Scotsman / Sunday
- “Mike Elrick : Independent and British ? SNP just can’t have it both ways” (10/06/2012)

Analyse d’un texte hors programme (LV2)
Les textes proposés sont extraits de :

Financial Times
- A disuniting kingdom (01/06/2012)

The New Statesman
- “Gay marriage could be a defining issue for Cameron” (10/05/2012)
The Economist
- “How not to soak the rich” (03/09/2011)
- “This way, sir” (24/03/2012)
- “The Notting Hill budget” (24/03/2012)
- “America’s missing middle” (05/11/2011)
- “A house divided” (03/03/2012)

Guardian.co.uk
- “Death threats, intimidation and abuse: climate change scientist Michael E. Mann counts the cost of honesty” (03/03/2012)

The New York Times
- “The Austerity Debacle” (30/01/2012)
- “True Londoners Are Extinct” (04/03/2012)
- “Down With Everything” (21/04/2012)
- “Scottish Leader Sets Timeline for Referendum on Independence” (26/01/2012)

The Independent on Sunday
- “A nation divides by more than race” (08/01/2012)

The Washington Post
- “Study : Negative campaign ads much more frequent, vicious than in primaries past” (20/02/2012)
- “Climate and the culture war” (17/01/2012)
- “Iowa GOP caucusers are the real elite” (22/11/2011)

Newsweek
- “Dangers Follow From Congress’s Coming Cuts to Defense Spending” (21/11/2011)

The Wall Street Journal
- “Fairness ant the «occupy» Movement” (25 – 27/11/2011)

The Huffington Post
- “Halfway Through the Lost Decade” (26/04/2012)

International Herald Tribune
- “Protests spreading across U.S. via social media” (10/10/2011)
- “Democrats warily back Wall Street protests” (12/10/2012)

The Nation

Financial Times
- “A disuniting kingdom” (06/2012)

Langues de la série Lettres et arts

Anglais

Les textes proposés sont extraits de :

The Guardian
- Parents’ access rights after divorce enshrined in law (13/06/2012)
- Government confirms U-turn on charity tax (31/05/2012)
- Alan Milburn : ‘Threat to new era of social mobility’ (25/05/2012)
- Rock music under threat as small venues go bust across Britain (26/05/2012)
- Unpaid jubilee jobseekers : Downing Street dismisses criticisms (06/06/2012)
- Ed Miliband uses diamond jubilee buzz to speak up for Englishness (07/06/2012)

The Economist
- Word on a wing (09/06/2012)
- Drivers are slowing down to save money (09/06/2012)
- Changing Whitehall (09/06/2012)

The Independent
- Owen Jones : It’s time to demolish the myth about Tony Blair (01/06/2012)
- Greens warn of a return to era of ‘dirty coal’ (27/05/2012)
- Song of the suicide bomber : How ‘Babur in London’ negotiated a cultural minefield (31/05/2012)
- Osborne threatens referendum over place in the EU (08/06/2012)
- Government asked : Why are you allowing ‘tainted’ G4S to handle Olympic security? (08/06/2012)
- Plan B’s Ill Manors : Mean streets at the movies (31/05/2012)

The Nation
- What’s the Matter With Creationism? (14/06/2012)
- The Planet Wreckers (04/06/2012)

The Washington Post
- The battle for the military’s future (14/06/2012)
- To fix the climate, take meat off the menu (15/06/2012)
- U.S. will stop deporting some illegal immigrants who came here as children (15/06/2012)
- Silly Season 2012 (15/06/2012)
- Singing and Praying Bands take musical ministry to the masses (15/06/2012)

The New York Times
- In the Facebook Era, Reminders of Loss After Families Fracture (14/06/2012)
- A Painting Only You Can See (07/06/2012)
- We Don’t Need No Education (14/06/2012)
- The Facebook Illusion (26/05/2012)
- Elite Women Put New Spin on Old Debate (21/06/2012)

The Los Angeles Times
- Getting past healthcare’s individual mandate (20/06/2012)

The New Yorker
- Leaving Facebookistan (24/05/2012)
- Elegy for a School Year (15/06/2012)
- Hotties, Hunks, Beat Up, Celebrities : The Allure of the Mug Shot (13/06/2012)

Langues de la série Sciences Humaines

Anglais

Les textes proposés sont extraits de :

The New Statesman
- Why we need the Queen (30/05/2012)
- The real meaning of the Jubilee (02/06/2012)
Chicago Sun-Times
- Many students unaware of loan repay program (11/06/2012)

The Austin Chronicle
- What’s in a Name ?(15/06/2012)

The Observer
- Riots panel to call for curb on youth-targeted brand adverts (25/03/2012)

The Huffington Post
- Elections Are for Suckers (09/02/2012)
- Hope Burning (31/05/2012)

The Economist
- Umpire of liberty (31/03/2012)
- Those obstructive Brits (10/12/2011)
- Holy relevance (29/10/2011)

The Nation
- The Purpose of Occupy Wall Street Is to Occupy Wall Street (14/03/2012)

The Washington Post
- Missing the point in sex-selective abortion debate (11/06/2012)
- Athletics 1, academics 0 : A guest post (10/05/2012)

The New York Times
- How Anger Took Elites by Surprise (26/12/2011)
- A Watershed Move, Both Risky and Inevitable (09/05/2012)
- Obama’s New Courting of Hollywood Pays Off (09/05/2012)
- Intellectuals and Politics (07/12/2011)
- Markets and Morals (30/05/2012)
- A Theory of Everything (Sort of) (13/08/2011)
- The Joy of Quiet (29/12/2011)

The Kansas City Star
- Women candidates cannot ignore sexist put-downs (11/06/2012)

The Spectator
- The forgotten workers (03/12/2011)
- Set art free (10/03/2012)
- An acceptable hatred (04/02/2012)

National Review Online
- The Power of Cool (23/05/2012)

The Times
- Breaking news : Britain not gripped by crisis (02/06/2012)

The New Yorker
- The Politics of Dissolution (29/11/2011)